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1. Suspend the Quill valve at point (A) using the halliard hook 
on the Halliard Cord.

2. Attach the metal ’C’ Hook (B) through large hole in lever 
arm of valve (C) to the top of the Quill Drinker (D).

3. Place the blue outlet pipe (E) through the hole into the 
drinker.

4. Connect the water pipe from the header tank to the top of 
Quill Valve (F).

5. The water will start to flow through the valve into the  
drinker. By small adjustments to the Knurled Nut & Screw (G), 
the required water level can be obtained.  
 
When the minimum level is reached the drinker should hang 
level. The drinker normally operates with the water level  
being just below the centre indent. 

Contents
 Each Quill drinker comes complete with:-
 10 Nipples (fitted)
 1 Adjustable Halliard Cord
 1 Quill valve
 1 Connecting C Hook
 1 Flip Over Cap (fitted)
 2 Drain Plugs

Please refer to the back page for assembly tips

Instructions
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Frequently asked questions about the Quill Drinker

Q. How high should the Quill Drinker be above the birds head?

A. Whatever age, breed or type of bird that the Quill Drinker is used for there is one gold-
en rule - make the birds stretch for the nipple.  The height of the drinker should be raised 
as the birds grow.  The height of the Quill Drinker can be adjusted using the hanging cord 
supplied.  If birds are of mixed ages / sizes, two or more Quill Drinkers should be used,  
positioned at slightly different heights.

Q. Why are there two different colours of the Quill Drinker available?

A. Whilst both green and natural drinkers can be used inside the advantage of using  
natural drinkers is you can see the water level. If natural drinkers are used in high natural 
light conditions (outside), algae can form in the water. The green drinkers stops the  
transmission of ultra violet light / natural light, eliminating algae growth in the water. We 
advise to used green drinkers only for outside use.

Q.Where should the water level be within the Quill Drinker?

A. The combined use of the Quill Valve and clever design of the Quill Drinker  means that 
the user can maintain a water level at a height to suit their system, type, age and breed of 
bird. The height of water in the drinker is critical to the flow rate through the nipple. The 
lower the height of water in the drinker the lower the flow rate and vice versa. As a guide 
we recommend that the water should be kept just below the centre hole - this will provide 
a flow rate of 45-55ml/min/nipple. If a greater water flow is required simply increase the 
height of water in the drinker by adjusting the screw on the Quill Valve accordingly, a  
maximum of 115ml/min/nipple can be obtained.

Q. Will it make the bedding wet?

A. This is a common misconception. Nipple drinkers do not make bedding wet. If they do, 
then they are not being used correctly. For example you are using the wrong type of  
nipple or check whether your water lines need sanitising. If you are using incorrect nipples, 
these can be unscrewed and replaced with a lower flow nipple.

If your question is not listed below or you would like additional  
information please contact us, we are here to help.
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Frequently asked questions about the Quill Drinker
Q. I have green Quill Drinkers and can’t see the water level - how can I therefore    
      know where the water level is?

A. During installation, fill the Quill Drinker body. Once the water stops flowing into  
     the unit use a clean stick or metal rod as a dip stick to test the water level and  
     adjust accordingly. Once the valve is set this process will not need to be repeated.

Q. When should I increase the water level in the unit and therefore the flow rate  
     through the nipple?

A.This is a tricky question to answer as it will depend on each individual situation. The 
    type, age and breed of bird will determine the flow rate required from the nipple.  
    As a guide, the flow rate can be increased at times of stress, for instance when  
    birds have been moved, vaccinated, bitted etc.

Q. I use my Quill Drinker outside - do I need to bring them in if a frost threatens?

A. No, the Quill Drinker and Quill Valve components are guaranteed frost  
     resistant.

Q. What are the two lug holes on each side of the Quill Drinker designed for?

A. When used outside, Quill Drinkers can be restrained using these lug holes to  
     prevent any damage that could occur in very strong winds. It is however  
     extremely important not to fix tightly as this will prevent the Rainbow Valve from  
     operating correctly. Although it is not essential to fix the drinkers indoors  
     oscillation can be prevented by doing so. However, it should be remembered that 
     drinker oscillation reduces boredom and feather pecking.
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• Birds need to be able to stretch to reach the nipples. The drinker should be raised as 
the birds grow. As an approximate guide for pheasant chicks the bottom of the nipples 
should be 100mm from the ground for day olds, 180mm high for 14 days old, 220mm for 
21 days old, 250mm for 28 days old and so on.

• Water height in the Quill Drinker is controlled by the Knurled Nut & Screw (H). Higher 
water levels in the drinker results in higher water flow from the nipples

• Water should be supplied from a clean, covered tank or appropriate in-line filter

• If securing sides of drinker to a roof or the side of a shed, please do so loosely

• Please check Drain Plugs are hand tight before use

• We recommend the use of Intra Hydrocare as a water sanitiser in case any bacteria en-
ters the header tank. It also reduces calcium deposits

• If storing the drinker for any length of time, such as the end of the rearing season,  we 
recommend that the Knurled Nut & Screw (H) is released anti clockwise so that the 
lever arm on the valve returns to the central position

• Maximum working pressure: 7 P.S.I.

• Suitable water pressure reducers can be purchased separately (Maxiflo).

TIPS

Please ensure that appropriate 
safety measures are observed 

when hanging the drinkers


